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As a freelance graphic designer I have been blessed to work with various clients (authors, publishers, photographers, models, 
etc.) and want you to feel comfortable in the product you will be getting if you choose my design services. So, in an effort to make 
that process a bit easier I am offering some client feedback. 

 
PUBLISHERS 

"Leah is a joy to work with. She's positive and professional, with a sense of humor and honesty that make each interaction 
refreshing. She's also quick, efficient, and has a great intuitive sense when it comes to design. Her style is clean and eye-catching, 
and she knows what's hot, what's not, and what works for various genres in the marketplace." – Soul Mate Publishing 
 
“Loved working with Leah! She provided professional covers for my authors, took direction well, and came up with amazing 
finished products.” – Samhain Publishing 
 
"Leah is a joy to work with! Her cover designs are always creative, timely, and well-suited for the project. She is receptive to 
feedback and very flexible. We're thrilled with the work she has done for us." – DreamSpinner Press 
 
"Prompt, professional and one of the friendliest people you'll ever meet, Leah Suttle has exceeded my expectations as both an 
artist and a businesswoman. Anyone that seeks to acquire her services will not be disappointed. I highly recommend her to 
anyone that wants to make their book shine." – L&W Books 

 
“Leah not only is talented, it is obvious she really cares about what she is doing and is invested in the authors success! I would not 
hesitate to work with Leah again and again. She makes BookRhythm look good!” – Book Rhythm 

 
AUTHORS 

"Leah is not only an amazing graphic artist but extremely professional, quick, and imaginative. Working with her has been a 
delightful thrill I plan on repeating for a long time to come." – Donna Grant 
 
"On an ongoing basis, Leah provides me with beautifully designed book covers and graphics for advertising. She is extremely 
reliable and great to work with." – Tina Folsom  
 
“When my first cover artist quit to pursue another career, I nearly panicked. Where would I find a second artist who was 
dependable, easy to work with, reasonably priced, and who understands the various genres of the romance novel industry well 
enough to deliver gorgeous, sexy, marketable covers? Luckily, she introduced me to Leah Kaye. Love working with Leah. I'll 
match her work against any cover artist.” – Cathryn Cade/CJ Cade 
  
“Leah always creates exactly what I want, even when I don't have a clue. Somehow she takes my input, adds her magic touch, and 
poof! An incredible cover is revealed.” – Lizabeth Scott 
 
“Leah did a wonderful job with my McClendon holiday series. She understood the concept I was going for and branded the series 
so they could stand out.” – Sean D. Young 
 
“When I saw my first cover from Leah Kaye, I fell in love with it. She eloquently expressed the drama and romance of the story 
with the imagery she designed. And for each of the next three covers in the series, her designs exceeded expectations. The covers 
are swoon worthy, and cohesive. Even the series logo she designed fits perfectly. I would highly recommend her, and in fact I 
have frequently, to anyone seeking professional, affordable graphics.” – Gemma Brocato 
 
“I couldn’t imagine anyone else bringing the covers of Jordan James, PI to life than Leah. She is one of the most talented cover 
art designers and great to work with. I always request her by name.” – Rachel Sharpe 
 
“From the first cover Leah designed for me to her most recent work, she's demonstrated an extraordinary ability to take my 
jumbled concepts and create designs that blow me away.  Not only is the resulting artwork fantastic, working with her is an utter 
joy.  She excels at making sure that I know what to expect for every project and its status.  As always, I look forward to working 
with her on future projects.” – Steven Meehan 
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“Leah Kaye Suttle was first introduced to me as the artist who designed my book cover, "Beside Still Waters", with Soul Mate 
Publishing. Leah took my initial idea and ran with it, and the results are fantastic. The muted shades she selected for the 
background are perfect, reflecting both the stillness of the waters and the tone of the story. The couple in the foreground look like 
they are such in love, friends and completely comfortable with each other and themselves. That also reflects the characters within. 
Overall, I could not be more pleased with Leah's vision for my book.” – Ryan Jo Summers 
 
“Leah designed the perfect cover for my paranormal romance, Health nut Cafe. From concept to completion she captured the 
subtle elements of the story without giving away too many secrets. The cover has drawn readers from all genres. Leah’s creativity, 
professionalism and patience makes her the perfect designer for any market.” – Rhonda Frankhouser  
  
“Leah designed my first Dreamspinner Press book cover and I was extremely impressed with the result. In the cover, she 
managed to convey everything I wanted to say about the book. It all came together to make one really powerful image that told 
my story in one picture. I can heartily recommend Leah’s work.” – Susan Mac Nicol 

 
“Leah has the rare talent to reach inside my brain, pull out my ideas, and splat them on paper in the most perfect way I could 
imagine. I've enjoyed working with her, and will keep working with her in the future.” – V.L. Dreyer 
 
"My cover artist, Leah Kaye Suttle, deserves a round of applause for the magnificent artwork and cover design that she created.  I 
am pretty picky about art in general and had definite ideas about what I wanted.  Leah really came through for me, and I can’t 
wait to work with her again on the next two covers!" – J. Paige Dunn 
 
“I’ve hired Leah to design five book covers for me this year, and I couldn’t be more pleased with each of them. For each cover she 
worked with me to find just the right images to compliment the story and the characters. Each time I have worked with her, she 
has been extremely professional and has always delivered the final product as promised. I would recommend her to anyone who 
needs any type of visual design work completed.” – Christina Tetreault 
 
"My book has started on its third month of being available to the world. The sales have way too much room for improvement, so 
my ePublisher and I decided to change the cover art. He hired a cover artist named Leah and she did such a great job that I 
wanted to cry when I saw the redo. And then I wanted to cry again when I checked my amazon.com ranking and saw that I had 
sold books while I was sleeping . . ." – Angela Guajardo 

 
“Leah walked me through the process of coming up with graphics for a non visual person. She was smart and quick and I got 
exactly what I wanted even though going in, I had no idea what I wanted!!” – Lisa Marie Rice 

 
"I was in awe when I first laid eyes on my cover for Play With My Heart. Leah's artistry exhibited the perfect mood and theme for 
the book. Hardly any adjustments were needed and Leah was amazing to work with." – Meda White 
 
"Working with Leah on my book cover designs, was a joy from start to finish! She really understood my vision for both books. She 
is extremely good at what she does and I highly recommend her for any of your graphic design needs." – Willow A. Renner 

 
“It was a pleasure working with Leah as she helped design the full cover for my first book. I decided initially to go with Leah 
because of her reasonable fees. Her services were much more affordable than the others, yet the quality was still comparable. 
Everything was done promptly and accurately, and she was patient with me as a first timer. She listened to what I wanted and 
found the perfect photos to use, then melded them together to make a beautiful cover. If I publish other novels, I will definitely 
go to her again for her designs.” – Kristie Higgins 
 
“Having been traditionally published in the past I was especially nervous when it came to creating a cover for my first 
independent project. I contacted a few different graphic designers, but none of them could deliver what I was looking for. That 
was until I found Leah through a forum on Goodreads.com. Not only was Leah personable, she was quick and reliable with great 
rates I could appreciate. Needless to say, the cover she presented me was perfect! I didn’t need to change a thing. It was even 
better than the original concept I came up with. Leah was able to capture everything I described. Every time I look at it, I get more 
excited for the book’s release!” – Cassandra Carter 
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"I am publishing my first novel to Amazon this year and I was struggling to find someone who could make me a decent and 
professional cover. Through a friend finding her on facebook, I found Leah. Not only is she amazingly talented but super 
awesome and a joy to work with. She answered all my questions (and because this is my first novel I had a lot of questions) and 
helped me along in the cover-art process.  She was able to take the details of my book I provided and the end result was 
incredible. I highly recommend Leah Kaye." – RA Odum 

 
"It was a pleasure to work with Leah. Despite the difference in our time zones, she was always quick to respond to any emails I 
sent and to help me formulate my ideas into a beautiful graphic. I'm very particular and can be difficult but she was patient and 
lovely and took my suggestions, improving on them until we were both extremely happy with the result. She accepts nothing less 
than perfection, and you can trust her to do 1000% on any graphic you could ask for. A definite recommend for all your design 
needs." – Jess Raven and Paula Black 
 
"Leah goes above and beyond what you tell her to, and the result is always spectacular and a vision far greater than even your 
initial expectations. She always responds on time, her prices are reasonable, and you can always count on her to get the job done. 
I was really satisfied with all the designs Leah created for me and would definitely recommend hiring her if you want a job- not 
just well done- but above and beyond your expectations!" – AS Hamid 

  
"After searching the web for different options, I stumbled across Leah on Goodreads. I checked out many of the early samples of 
her work and absolutely fell in love with her style so, I contacted her. She was beyond incredibly patient with me! We talked via 
email for some time, trying to match my thoughts and wishes with some possibilities and finally she was able to begin working. I 
cannot tell you the number of times she revised things for me because they were close, but still not what I had in mind. I never 
anticipated the absolute patience and professionalism she showed in dealing with my many 'quirks' but she was fantastic! And, 
her final product was beyond phenomenal!” – Marisa Adams 
 
"I just received the final version of the artwork for my next book, "Long Shot" and was more than impressed. I really appreciate 
the way you [Leah] took my needs and concerns into account and held my hand through the process. I have now had the 
opportunity to work with three different artists and found you [Leah] to be the best. It's not just about the art, though yours is 
great. It's also about the way you help make the ideas of my work come to life. That's what an artist does and you do the 
profession a great justice." – LC Wright 

 
BLOGGERS/REVIEWERS 

"I have admired the beautiful covers and web banners created by Leah Kaye, so I reached out to her to see if she would be 
interested in a creating a card that would compliment my current web design. Not only was I impressed by the quick response 
and turnaround time; I was absolutely ecstatic with her creation. She took the information I gave her and far exceeded my 
expectations by incorporating key elements from my blog, turning my somewhat bland vision into something I am truly excited 
about sharing with others." – Cherra, Founder/Reviewer of I ♥ Bookie Nookie Reviews 
 
"When I decided to start a blog, the first thing I wanted to find was an amazing graphic designer and I am so glad I found Leah. 
She was amazing and helped me through the whole process from advice to making sure all looked and worked properly!! 
Incredibly fast with responses, which is incredibly important and even though I was working on everything last minute she was 
got me everything I needed! I'm so grateful for her and will definitely be using her for all future needs!!" – Tasha, 
Owner/Reviewer @ Not Suitable for Work Book Blog 
 
"I really have to do a shout out to the genius behind our new banner. . . . The triad mods all had input into the concept and the 
wonderful graphic designer pulled it all together to create the banner you see. As a very happy and satisfied customer i have to 
mention her and say that if anyone is looking for a book cover or graphic design project Leah Kaye is someone to check out. 
Within hours of me contacting her she had a rough sketch for us to look at. Thank you Leah the new banner is AWESOME !!!!" – 
Rose, Goodreads Group Founder/Moderator 

 
MODELS/PHOTOGRAPHERS/ETC 

"As a cover model for many years, I have seen my fair share of book covers. Leah's covers are some of the best I've seen and been 
a part of. I highly recommend her for cover art and banners. She has the ability to create the wow factor for her covers!" – Jason 
Baca, Cover & Fitness Model 


